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1.  Summary of the project 

  
TC will gather 28 participants + 1 trainer + 1 facilitator + 2 support staff from 9 

Programme countries: Germany, Latvia, Greece, Turkey, Italy, Poland, Lithuania, 

Slovakia and Hungary.  

 

With this training we aim to increase the skills and the background of the Youth 

workers, who can offer opportunities to young people, to prevent and to remedy 

the social exclusion and to make it easier for youth workers who act in the field of 

social exclusion to meet the needs of their target audience – youth. Moreover, we 

aim to stimulate the implementation of bigger amount of the youth projects with 

anti-discrimination themes. 

 

Our training course starts from discussion of actuality of phenomenon of the social 

exclusion and after making certain conclusions gradually comes to analyzis what 

can we do today to save and protect social capital of the country, share experience 

and ideas.  Concluding we will underline methods and techniques to raise the level 

of awareness in European and Neighboring countries relating possibilities to build 

more inclusive community. 

 

The Training course uses the non-formal education methodology which will be 

based on open and interactive approaches and directly aiming at creating a safe 

learning environment for the participants, environment that would stimulate the 

development and applying of new skills, competencies and attitudes and thus rely 

to social and personal development. 

 



                                     
 

The key concepts which  will be used during this TC: comparing exclusion with 

inclusion; discovering reasons and factors that cause social exclusion; active civil 

position against passive one; role of youth NGOs and local institutions; strategy for 

EU  countries to build more inclusive society; stimulating new youth initiatives, 

ideas and projects.  

 

Every participant is supposed to be surrounded by young people from diverse 

cultures and nations, to get new knowledge, to improve his/her professional level 

as youth worker in the field of social exclusion, to learn about the features and 

opportunities of the Erasmus + program, and will be involved in other positive 

options. 

 

2. Participant Profile 

 
 Age of participant – 18-35 years old 

 Level of English – intermediate 

 Have strong motivation and knowledge on course topic 

 To be available to attend the full duration of course 

 Have possibilities to implement training course results/outcomes after 

coming back home   

 Have passion for exploration and willingness to play 

 
Please fill in the Application Form 

 
http://goo.gl/forms/ndQxuvKMBzFVN77M2 

 
Selected participants will have to sign an agreement where they will guarantee 

presence during all the training course sessions, 80%. 

 

3. Accommodation and Food 

 
The project will be implemented in the beautiful city - Oranienburg, not far from 

Berlin (distance 34 km). 

All the participants will be accommodated in room for up to five people.  

There is a free wifi connection and huge green open space. 

The food will be prepared and served for you in our accommodation. These are 3 main 

meals (breakfast, lunch, dinner) and 2 coffee breaks (one in the morning and one in 

the evening). 

 

http://goo.gl/forms/ndQxuvKMBzFVN77M2


                                     
 

 

 
 

        



                                     
 

 

 
4. How to get there 

 
You can get train or metro from Berlin to Oranienburg. Distance between Berlin and 

Oranienburg is 34 km. 

 

5. Needed things to take with 

 
Please take cameras and laptops - one gadget per group will be enough - we will need 

them to prepare materials to disseminate project results. However we will be pleased 

for every creative idea from your side! 

 

Also please prepare some materials (documents, videos, clothes, food) for the 

intercultural evening where each team will present their beautiful country. 

 

6. Travel reimbursement 

 
Following the rules of the ERASMUS+ programme for this project are foreseen: 



                                     
 

 

 

 

 

 
The total amount covered is the max for the round trip for each participant; all the 

extra euros spent that overcome the max amount covered are in charge of the 

participants. 

 

EXAMPLE 
 

If your max amount covered is 275€ and you spend 300€ for your round trip you’ll 

receive 275 and the rest of the money out of 275€, in this case 25€ are in charge of 

the participant. 
 

IMPORTANT 
 

Do not buy any tickets before our approval or permission, before 

to buy tickets you have to send us your travel plan and then after 

our check if we agree with that we will give you permission to 

proceed with booking. 

 

Any flight/bus/train or other mean of transport won’t be 

reimbursed in case of participant miss the travel for any 

motivation. According the Erasmus+ rules the applicant can only 

reimburse the people that participate to the training course and 

signed the official list of signatures during the course. 



                                     
 

 

 

7. Insurance 

 
We suggest you to bring with you the European Sanitary Card in order to be safe in 

case of emergency. Concerning Turkey, we suggest you to buy insurance for travel, 

the INSURANCE IS NOT MANDATORY, but we suggest you to buy it. 

 

 
 

8. Contact us, our team 

 
Contact us via e-mail - de.equalrights@gmail.com 

 

Official facebook group of the TC - 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/568993556613842/ 

 

Our team responsible for this project consists of two Katyas   

 

Here are their FB profiles: 

https://www.facebook.com/kateryna.shepeliuk 
https://www.facebook.com/prusenkoko 

 
 

We wish you all nice preparations, 

great trips and we are looking forward to meet you soon! 
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